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htippur@eng.auburn.edu (H.V. Tippur).Experimental simulations of dynamic crack growth past inclusions of two different elastic moduli, stiff
(glass) and compliant (polyurethane) relative to the matrix (epoxy), are carried out in a 2D setting.
Full-ﬁeld surface deformations are mapped in the crack–inclusion vicinity optically. The crack growth
behavior as a function of inclusion–matrix interfacial strength and the inclusion location relative to
the crack is studied under stress-wave loading conditions. An ultra high-speed rotating mirror-type dig-
ital camera is used to record random speckle patterns in the crack–inclusion vicinity to quantify in-plane
displacement ﬁelds. The crack-tip deformation histories from the time of impact until complete fracture
are mapped and fracture parameters are extracted. The crack front is arrested by the symmetrically
located compliant inclusion for about half the duration needed for complete fracture event. The dynam-
ically propagating crack is attracted and trapped by the weakly bonded inclusion interface for both stiff
and compliant symmetrically located inclusion cases, whereas it is deﬂected away by the strongly
bonded stiff inclusion and attracted by strongly bonded compliant inclusion when located eccentrically.
The crack is arrested by a strongly bonded compliant inclusion for a signiﬁcant fraction of the total
dynamic event and is longer than the one for the weakly bonded counterpart. The compliant inclusion
cases show higher fracture toughness than the stiff inclusion cases. Measured crack-tip mode-mixities
correlate well with the observed crack attraction and repulsion mechanisms. Macroscopic examination
of fracture surfaces reveals much higher surface roughness and ruggedness after crack–inclusion interac-
tion for compliant inclusion than the stiff one. Implications of these observations on the dynamic fracture
behavior of micron size A-glass and polyamide (PA6) particle ﬁlled epoxy is demonstrated. Filled-epoxy
with 3% Vf of PA6 ﬁller is shown to produce the same dynamic fracture toughness enhancement as the
one due to 10% Vf glass.
 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Fracture-resistant, lightweight, toughened materials are desir-
able in a wide variety of engineering applications. In the past few
decades, there has been a great deal of interest in improving frac-
ture toughness of polymers by adding either stiff or compliant ﬁller
particles into the matrix. Early works in this regard have been re-
ported by Kinloch et al. (1983a,b, 1994) on deformation and frac-
ture behavior of rubber-toughened epoxies. They performed
microstructural and fracture studies on unmodiﬁed and CTBN rub-
ber modiﬁed epoxies and proposed that localized cavitation at the
particle–matrix interface, plastic shear yielding in the matrix and
crack-tip blunting are the main sources of energy dissipation and
increased toughness in the rubber-modiﬁed epoxy. Geisler and
Kelley (1994) used rubbery and rigid ﬁllers as well as a combina-ll rights reserved.
: +1 334 844 3307.
ajam), tippuhv@auburn.edu,tion of both types to improve fracture toughness of epoxy resins
and found that both rubbery and rigid particle-ﬁlled epoxies
showed higher fracture energies than the neat epoxy. In addition,
cured resins prepared with an optimum loading of both rubbery
and rigid particles resulted in greater fracture energies than those
from rubbery or rigid particles alone. The crack front impedance is
said to have toughened the rigid particle composites and localized
plastic deformation ahead of the crack front to have contributed in
the hybrid composites. Hussain et al. (1996) investigated fracture
behavior of particle-ﬁlled epoxy composites by varying TiO2 ﬁller
volume fraction and particle size (20 nm and 1 lm) and found that
the micron size particles led to higher fracture toughness with
increasing volume fraction than the nanoparticles. The work of Tir-
osh et al. (1995) focused on detailed stress analysis around compli-
ant rubber inclusion particles in a brittle epoxy matrix and a brittle
inclusion (styrene–acrylonitrile copolymer, SAN) in a compliant
polycarbonate matrix. They found that the tensile strength of a
brittle matrix with a soft inclusion continuously degraded as the
inclusion size increased whereas the tensile strength of a soft
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spect to the matrix properties using optimum particle size. Kitey
and Tippur (2005a) examined the role of particle size and ﬁller-
matrix adhesion strength on dynamic fracture behavior of glass-
ﬁlled epoxies. Their work showed that both weakly and strongly
bonded ﬁller particles enhanced the steady-state fracture tough-
ness of the composite during crack growth compared to the un-
ﬁlled epoxy. More interestingly, they observed an optimum
particle size for fracture toughness enhancement and noted that
weakly bonded ﬁller improved fracture toughness more than the
strongly bonded ﬁller during dynamic fracture. The crack front
blunting as well as crack front twisting were said to be the domi-
nant toughening mechanisms.
The aforementioned works mainly address the effect of micron
size particles (rigid and/or rubbery) on fracture behavior of partic-
ulate composites. A few investigations also report fracture studies
with macro size ﬁllers of spherical and cylindrical shapes and
mostly have been performed under quasi-static loading conditions.
Further, most reported studies are analytical (Atkinson, 1972;
Cheeseman and Santare, 2000; Erdogan et al., 1974; Kushch
et al., 2010; Mantic, 2009; Tamate, 1968) or numerical (Bush,
1998; Eroshkin and Tsukrov, 2005; Kitey et al., 2006; Mogilevskaya
and Crouch, 2002, 2004; Savalia et al., 2008) in nature and a rather
limited number of experimental works exist. The current work
aims to gain a basic understanding on the fracture behavior of par-
ticle ﬁller polymers by experimentally investigating interactions
between a dynamically growing matrix crack and a stationary stiff
or compliant inclusion. One of the very early experimental efforts
in this regard dates back to the photoelastic investigation of
crack–inclusions under quasi-static loading conditions by O’Toole
and Santare (1990). In another quasi-static investigation, Savalia
and Tippur (2007) performed an experimental–numerical analysis
of crack–inclusion interactions using moiré interferometry and ﬁ-
nite element modeling. Among the very few dynamic experimental
works in this area, Kitey and Tippur (2008) investigated the dy-
namic crack growth behavior in the vicinity of an isolated stiff
inclusion using coherent gradient sensing (CGS) in conjugation
with high-speed photography. CGS being a surface slope detection
method, they faced difﬁculties in analyzing the interferograms sat-
isfactorily when the crack tip was in the vicinity of the inclusion as
fringes localized near crack–inclusion interface. In view of this, the
authors recently (Jajam and Tippur, 2011) conducted an experi-
mental study of dynamic crack growth past a stiff inclusion by
measuring more readily interpretable full-ﬁeld surface displace-
ments before and after crack–inclusion interaction using a 2D dig-
ital image correlation (DIC) technique coupled with high-speed
imaging. They also interpreted their measurements using interfa-
cial crack-tip ﬁelds when the crack was situated at the crack–inclu-
sion interface. Their work revealed a spike in effective stress
intensity factor values and mode-mixity behaviors were consistent
with crack attraction and deﬂection mechanisms. Additionally, the
weakly bonded inclusion specimens showed higher fracture sur-
face roughness compared to the strongly bonded ones. This work
builds on the previous investigation by the authors and examines
the role of elastic mismatch between the matrix and inclusion as
well as the interfacial strength between the two during dynamic
fracture. The objective of the present work is to perform an optical
investigation of dynamic crack growth past stiff and compliant
inclusions as a function of inclusion–matrix interfacial strength
and the inclusion location relative to the crack under stress wave
loading conditions using full-ﬁeld optical metrology and high-
speed photography.
Following this introduction, the basic concept and the approach
of the optical methodology used in this work are brieﬂy described.
Next, the details of specimen preparation and geometry followed
by experimental setup and testing procedure are provided.Subsequently a description of experimental observations and re-
sults in terms of contours of displacements and various fracture
parameters such as crack velocity histories, effective stress inten-
sity factor histories, mode-mixity behaviors are presented. The dif-
ferences in fracture surface morphologies are discussed next. The
implications of the current study are then demonstrated by study-
ing the dynamic fracture toughness of particulate composites with
stiff (glass) and ductile (PA6) ﬁllers. Finally, the major conclusions
of this work are reported.2. Experimental approach
The 2D DIC method was used to monitor decorated random
speckle patterns on a specimen surface during crack growth near
embedded inclusions. The gray scale of these image patterns was
recorded before and after deformation. The images from the de-
formed and undeformed sets were paired and analyzed using
speckle/image correlation approach. Conceptually, a sub-image in
an undeformed image was chosen and its location in the corre-
sponding deformed image was identiﬁed and the local displace-
ments of this sub-image were quantiﬁed. In this study, an
approach developed at Auburn (Kirugulige et al., 2007; Kirugulige
and Tippur, 2009; Lee et al., 2009) on a MATLAB™ platform, was
used to estimate in-plane surface displacement components. In
the ﬁrst step, displacements were estimated by performing a 2D
cross-correlation operation of gray scales in the Fourier domain
and the peak of the correlation function detected to a sub-pixel
accuracy using bicubic interpolation. This process was repeated
for the entire image to obtain full-ﬁeld in-plane displacements.
In the second step, an iterative approach based on nonlinear
least-square minimization was used to minimize the 2D cross-cor-
relation function in the spatial domain in order to reﬁne the previ-
ously computed displacements. Further details regarding
experimental setup and testing procedure are presented in the
ensuing sections.3. Experimental details
3.1. Sample preparation and geometry
A low viscosity epoxy system (Epo-Thin™ from Beuhler, Inc.,
USA) consisting of Bisphenol-A resin and an amine-based hardener
in the ratio of 100:39 was employed as the matrix material. This
epoxy system offers low shrinkage and relatively long duration
room temperature curing characteristics. Prior to pouring the mix-
ture into the mold, a cylindrical inclusion of diameter, d = 4 mm
and length equal to the specimen thickness (8.6 mm), was posi-
tioned at the center of the mold as shown in Fig. 1a. In this study,
inclusions of two different elastic moduli, stiff and compliant rela-
tive to the matrix, were used. The former was a borosilicate glass
inclusion whereas the latter was a polyurethane inclusion. The
physical and measured elastic properties of the matrix and inclu-
sion materials are listed in Table 1. A weak inclusion–matrix inter-
face was created by wiping a thin layer of lubricant on both stiff
and compliant inclusion cases. In order to achieve a strong inclu-
sion–matrix adhesion, the glass inclusion was treated with
amine-based silane (c-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane) whereas
the polyurethane inclusion surface was roughened using a #1000
grit abrasive paper. It should be noted here that the silane is suit-
able for enhancing organic to inorganic material interface strength
and not suitable for organic to organic material interfaces. Hence,
the polyurethane inclusion was not silane treated but roughening
of the inclusion surface was found to create a strong interface be-
tween polyurethane and epoxy (as demonstrated in later sections).
To avoid residual stresses, the material was cured slowly at room
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Fig. 1. Specimen details: (a) sample preparation. (b) Specimen geometry and loading conﬁguration with crack-tip coordinate system and inclusion location, with an
illustration of random speckle pattern.
Table 1
Material properties of matrix and inclusion.
Material Density, q (kg/m3) Elastic modulus, E (GPa) Longitudinal wave speed,
CL (m/s)
Impedance, (qCL)
(MPa s/m)
Poisson’s
ratio, t
Epoxya (matrix) 1124 3.97 2487 2.79 0.368
Glassb (stiff inclusion) 2500 69 5800 14.50 0.190
Polyurethanea (compliant inclusion) 1030 0.07 1150 1.18 0.384
a In-house measurement (ultrasonic pulse-echo method).
b Bourne et al. (1999).
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7 days. The cured material was then machined into rectangular
coupons of dimensions 206 mm  50 mm  8.6 mm. An edge
notch of 5 mm in length was cut into the sample using a circular
saw of thickness 300 lm and then the notch tip was sharpened
carefully by pressing a sharp razor blade to achieve a relatively qui-
escent crack initiation and a steady growth before crack–inclusion
interaction occurs (Jajam and Tippur, 2011).
The edge cracked fracture specimens were then sprayed with a
ﬁne mist of black and white paints alternatively to create a random
speckle pattern. Fig. 1b shows the specimen geometry, dimensions
and loading conﬁgurations with crack-tip coordinate system and
inclusion location with an illustration of random speckle pattern
on it. The dotted box represents 30  30 mm2 region-of-interest
containing the embedded cylindrical inclusion. The line joining
the impact point to the crack-tip represents the line-of-symmetry.
The location of the inclusion with respect to the initial crack-tip is
deﬁned as eccentricity, e, the distance between the inclusion cen-
ter and the line-of-symmetry. In this work, the inclusion was lo-
cated at two different eccentricities, e = 0 and 3d/4, being
referred to as the symmetric and eccentric (or asymmetric) cases,respectively. In both cases, the inclusion was positioned at a con-
stant distance of 20 mm from the lower edge of the specimen con-
taining the initial crack.
3.2. Experimental setup
The dynamic experimental setup, shown schematically in Fig. 2,
consisted of a drop-tower (Instron-Dynatup 9250HV, USA) for
impacting the specimens and a Cordin-550 ultra high-speed digital
framing camera (Cordin Scientiﬁc Imaging, USA) for recording
speckle images in real-time during a fracture event. The drop-
tower had an instrumented tup (hemispherical proﬁle) and a pair
of anvils for recording force and support reaction histories, respec-
tively. The setup also included instrumentation to produce a de-
layed trigger pulse when the impactor contacted the specimen
(t = 0). Two high-energy ﬂash lamps, triggered by the camera and
a pulse generator, were employed to illuminate the sample surface.
Also, two separate computers were employed, one to record the
impact force and anvil reaction histories, and the other to control
the high-speed camera and to store the images. The Cordin-550 ul-
tra high-speed digital framing camera is capable of recording
Fig. 2. Schematic of the experimental setup for dynamic fracture study.
1 Subscripts and superscripts I and II are used instead of traditional 1 and 2
notation for ease of transitioning from bimaterial fracture mechanics equations to the
homogeneous ones.
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square) CCD sensors positioned circumferentially around a ﬁve-fa-
cet rotating mirror which reﬂects and sweeps light over these sen-
sors. Additional details about camera performance evaluation and
optical calibration can be found in Kirugulige et al. (2007), Kirugul-
ige and Tippur (2009) and Lee et al. (2009).
3.3. Testing procedure
As shown in Fig. 2, the specimen decorated with random speck-
les was initially rested on two instrumented anvils and the camera
was focused on a 30  30 mm2 region-of-interest on the specimen
in the vicinity of crack-tip and inclusion. Prior to impacting the
specimen, a set of 32 images were recorded at a chosen framing
rate and stored. While maintaining all camera settings same, an-
other set of 32 images was captured when the specimen was im-
pacted at a velocity of 4.5 m/s. In order to capture the entire
fracture event, the images in the case of stiff inclusion specimens
were recorded at a framing rate of 300,000 frames per second
whereas framing rates ranging from 150,000 to 250,000 frames
per second were used for compliant inclusion cases. A total of 32
images were recorded for each undeformed and deformed sets.
The corresponding two images of each sensor were paired from
undeformed and deformed sets and analyzed. Each resulting image
was segmented into sub-images consisting of 24  24 pixels for
correlation. While analyzing images, no overlapping of sub-images
was used, this resulted in array size of 40  40 data points. Further
details regarding image analysis can be found in Jajam and Tippur
(2011).
3.4. Evaluation of crack velocity and stress intensity factors (SIFs)
The position of current crack-tip from each digitized image was
used to measure the instantaneous values of crack length. Thecrack velocity (c) was then evaluated from crack length histories
using the central difference method by knowing crack growth his-
tory from the images,
ci ¼ dadt
 
i
¼ aiþ1  ai1
tiþ1  ti1 ð1Þ
where a and t are crack length and time respectively at a given in-
stant i.
The mode-I and mode-II stress intensity factors (SIFs) were
evaluated by an over-deterministic least-squares analysis of
crack-opening and crack-sliding displacements, respectively. The
governing asymptotic expressions for crack-opening (v) and
crack-sliding (u) displacement ﬁelds near the tip of a dynamically
loaded stationary or steadily growing bimaterial interface crack are
given by Deng (1993),
uðr; hÞ
vðr; hÞ
 
¼
X1
n¼0
r
nþ1
2
Re½gInðKIÞnrien ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
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þ
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2
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II
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v IInðhÞ
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ð2Þ
where r and h are the polar coordinates deﬁned at the current crack-
tip, en = e, gIn ¼ 1, and gIIn ¼ g when n = 0,2,4, ..., and en = 0, gIn ¼ g,
and gIIn ¼ 1 when n = 1,3,5, ..., e is the oscillation index, g is the mis-
match parameter. In Eq. (2), terms corresponding to n = 0 provide
the oscillatory singular crack-tip ﬁelds and the coefﬁcients1 of
(KI)n and (KII)n of the dominant terms (n = 0) are the dynamic SIFs,
respectively. In this work, SIF values were extracted using dominant
terms (n = 0) at crack initiation and in the post-initiation regime,
therefore, explicit expressions for displacement ﬁelds for steadily
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ployed (Deng, 1993):
uInðhÞ¼
1
lD½ðnþ1Þ2þ4e2coshpe
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where
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In the above equations, (x,y) are the instantaneous Cartesian
coordinates situated at the current crack-tip, c is the crack-tip
velocity, CL and CS are longitudinal and shear wave speeds, q is
the mass density, b is one of the two Dundurs’ elastic mismatch
parameters, l and t are shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio, respec-
tively. Further, Eqs. (3)–(7) can be reduced to the form of a dynam-
ically loaded stationary crack in the limit the crack velocity c? 0.
Moreover, when the oscillation index e becomes zero, the bimate-
rial equations reduce to the ones for the homogeneous case. Thus,
these equations can be used to extract crack-tip parameters over
the entire history of crack growth during fracture event.
In order to extract SIF history, the crack-opening and crack-slid-
ing displacement ﬁelds were digitized by identifying the current
crack-tip location. The displacement data used in the analysis
was collected in the vicinity of the crack-tip and limited to the re-
gion 0.3 < r/B < 1.5 and (150 6 h 6 90 and 90 6 h 6 150) as it
has been shown that 3D deformations are minimum in this region
(Tippur et al., 1991). At each data point, v and u displacementvalues as well as the location of these points were stored. The dig-
itized data were used in Eq. (2) along with an over-deterministic
least-squares analysis scheme in order to estimate the two SIFs.
This process was carried out for all 32 image pairs and the SIF his-
tories were generated. Due to mixed-mode crack growth in the
inclusion vicinity, the SIFs were used to evaluate an effective SIF,
Ke, and mode-mixity, w as,
Ke ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
K2I þ K2II
q
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
K21 þ K22
q
ð8Þ
w ¼ tan1 KII
KI
 
or tan1
K2
K1
 
or tan1
ImðKaieÞ
ReðKaieÞ
 !
ð9Þ
where a is a length parameter, chosen to be unity in this study, and e
is the oscillation index as deﬁned previously. In this work, the value
of e ranges from 0.096 to 0.156 for the stiff inclusion and 0.0886
for the compliant inclusion for interface crack growth as a function
of crack-tip velocity at the inclusion–matrix interface and zero for
crack propagation in the matrix.
4. Experimental results
4.1. Crack path and surface deformation histories
The pre-notched fracture specimens embedded with weakly
and strongly bonded symmetric (e = 0) and eccentric (e = 3d/4),
stiff and compliant inclusions were subjected to symmetric impact
loading. Photographs of eight fractured samples from each conﬁg-
uration representing different crack–inclusion interaction scenar-
ios are shown in Fig. 3. The impact occurs on the top edge of
each image and the initial crack-tip is at the bottom edge as indi-
cated. The location of cylindrical inclusion is shown by a dotted cir-
cle and the vertical broken arrow indicates the direction of crack
propagation (in all the photographs in Fig. 3, it can be seen that just
before the upper edge of the specimens, the crack path deviates
noticeably due to a combination of free-edge and impact point
interactions). In each conﬁguration, the crack propagates self-sim-
ilarly until it reached the inclusion–matrix interface vicinity and
signiﬁcant differences in crack paths occur subsequently and are
discussed in the following sections.
4.1.1. Weakly bonded stiff and compliant inclusions (e = 0)
The crack trajectories for the cases of symmetrically located
weakly bonded stiff and compliant inclusions (e = 0) are shown
in Fig. 3a and b. In both cases, it can be seen that once inclusion–
matrix interface debonded, the crack was momentarily arrested
after it circumscribed the interface covering a distance of approx-
imately half the inclusion circumference. In the case of stiff inclu-
sion, the crack reinitiated in a mode-I fashion with approximately
zero offset distance with respect to the initial crack path whereas
high frequency irregularity in the crack path can be noticed in
the compliant case. These features in the latter indicate greater en-
ergy dissipation for compliant inclusion compared to the stiff one.
4.1.2. Strongly bonded stiff and compliant inclusions (e = 0)
Figs. 3c and d show crack growth behavior for the cases of sym-
metrically located and strongly bonded stiff and compliant inclu-
sions (e = 0). Initially, the crack was arrested in both stiff and
compliant cases as it approached the inclusion vicinity. The crack
circumvented the inclusion in both cases but to a lesser extent in
the stiff inclusion compared to the compliant one and then de-
ﬂected away from inclusion–matrix interface, nearly tangentially,
before propagating in a nearly mode-I fashion. After crack–inclu-
sion interaction, the crack propagated at an offset of about half
the inclusion diameter in the stiff inclusion case compared to the
Fig. 3. Photographs of fractured stiff and compliant inclusion specimens showing different crack–inclusion interaction scenarios: (a) Weakly bonded stiff inclusion (e = 0). (b)
Weakly bonded compliant inclusion (e = 0). (c) Strongly bonded stiff inclusion (e = 0). (d) Strongly bonded compliant inclusion (e = 0). (e) Weakly bonded stiff inclusion
(e = 3d/4). (f) Weakly bonded compliant inclusion (e = 3d/4). (g) Strongly bonded stiff inclusion (e = 3d/4). (h) Strongly bonded compliant inclusion (e = 3d/4). The black dot
adjacent to initial crack-tip denotes the reference mark and the broken arrow indicates crack propagation direction.
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case, the crack path in the strongly bonded case also shows high
frequency irregularity in crack path hinting at a higher energy dis-
sipation (see Fig. 3b and d).4.1.3. Weakly bonded stiff and compliant inclusions (e = 3d/4)
When the inclusion is not in the prospective crack path but
positioned eccentrically (e = 3d/4), the crack trajectories in the
vicinity of the inclusion are different when compared to the sym-
metrically located inclusion case. Figs. 3e and f show crack paths
for weakly bonded stiff and compliant eccentric cases. In case of
the stiff inclusion, it is clearly evident that the crack was attracted
towards the weak inclusion–matrix interface and left the inclusion
vicinity and tended to follow the initial crack path, whereas in the
compliant case, as the crack approached the inclusion vicinity, it
was attracted by the inclusion and to a lesser extent when com-
pared to the stiff inclusion case. Subsequently the crack propagated
along a mode-I path.4.1.4. Strongly bonded stiff and compliant inclusions (e = 3d/4)
The eccentric cases for strongly bonded stiff and compliant
inclusions are shown in Fig. 3g and h, respectively. It is interesting
to note that eccentric cases show opposite crack trajectories when
bonded strongly. From Fig. 3g, it can be seen that as the crack ap-
proached the inclusion vicinity, the stronger inclusion–matrix
interface in the stiff case forced the crack to deﬂect away from
the inclusion before returning to a nominally mode-I path. On
the other hand, as shown in Fig. 3h, the crack was attracted bythe compliant inclusion even for a strong inclusion–matrix
bonding.
A selected speckle image of 30  30 mm2 region-of-interest
from each experiment is shown in Fig. 4. The time instant (t) at
which the images were recorded after impact is shown on each im-
age and the arrow indicates the current crack-tip position. Note
that in Fig. 4, the speckle images are shown at nearly the same time
instant (t  192 ls) except in two cases due to slightly different
recording rates used. From Figs. 3 and 4, it is worth noting the ef-
fects of inclusion stiffness, inclusion eccentricity and inclusion–
matrix adhesion strength on crack trajectories. For symmetrically
located inclusion (e = 0) cases, the crack front was momentarily
trapped at the weak interface compared to the stronger one in
the stiff inclusion case, whereas in both weakly and strongly
bonded compliant inclusion specimens, the crack experienced a
substantial crack arrest event. In the eccentric inclusion (e = 3d/4)
cases, the crack was clearly attracted by the weak inclusion–matrix
interface whereas the strong inclusion–matrix interface led to
crack deﬂection in the stiff inclusion cases. On the other hand, in
the compliant inclusion specimens, the crack was attracted by both
weak and strong inclusion–matrix interfaces.
Two representative speckle images (rotated clockwise by 90
relative to Fig. 4) along with the corresponding full-ﬁeld crack-
opening (v-ﬁeld or displacement along the y-axis) and crack-
sliding (u-ﬁeld or displacement along the x-axis) displacement
contours for weakly bonded stiff and strongly bonded compliant
inclusion specimens at eccentricity e = 0 are shown in Fig. 5. In this
work, displacements were obtained as a matrix of 40  40 data
points in the inclusion–matrix vicinity for each image pair and
Fig. 4. Selected speckle images of 30  30 mm2 region-of-interest at different time instants recorded by Cordin-550 ultra high-speed digital camera. The dotted circle
represents inclusion location and arrow indicates current crack-tip position.
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Fig. 5. Representative speckle images of 30  30 mm2 region-of-interest for weakly bonded stiff inclusion and strongly bonded compliant inclusion specimens at eccentricity,
e = 0 with full-ﬁeld crack-opening (v-ﬁeld) and crack-sliding (u-ﬁeld) displacement contours (contour interval: 5 lm for stiff and 7 lm for compliant inclusion specimens).
Color-bars indicate displacements in lm. The location of cylindrical inclusion is represented by dotted circle and arrow indicates the current crack-tip position in the speckle
images. (For interpretation of the references to color in this legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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7 lm (compliant inclusion) intervals are shown. In the v-ﬁeld, con-
tour lines (magnitude) are symmetric relative to the crack path be-
fore the crack interacts with the inclusion suggesting dominantmode-I conditions. The discontinuity in displacements around
the inclusion can be seen when the crack reaches the inclusion.
Also, perturbations in contour lines in the inclusion vicinity be-
come more prominent as debonding of the inclusion occurs in both
Fig. 6. Right-half ligaments of fractured stiff and compliant inclusion specimens from multiple experiments demonstrating experimental repeatability: (a) weakly bonded
stiff inclusion (e = 0). (b) Weakly bonded compliant inclusion (e = 0). (c) Strongly bonded stiff inclusion (e = 3d/4). (d) Strongly bonded compliant inclusion (e = 3d/4).
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inclusion are nearly parallel to each other and equally spaced
implying rigid rotation of the inclusion after debonding,2 whereas
in the compliant inclusion, the isolines show non-uniformity and
hence straining of the inclusion due to compliancy. This difference
in the inclusion deformations was conﬁrmed by performing quasi-
static experiments carried out on three-point bend specimens with
stiff and compliant inclusions near a stationary crack. Some of the
experimental details are included in Appendix A for completeness.4.2. Experimental repeatability
To ensure repeatability in the observed fracture behavior multi-
ple experiments (2–3 specimens per conﬁguration) were per-
formed for both stiff and compliant inclusion cases at
eccentricities e = 0, 3d/4 as well as the two adhesion strengths. A2 Note that despite the camera being a state-of-the-art instrument, the spatial
resolution is still far from being optimum for this study. This limits the ability to
capture deformation details accurately near the interface without magnifying the
image. If magniﬁed, however, the information regarding global deformations will be
greatly compromised and hence not used in this work.few cases are shown in Fig. 6. Figs. 6a–d show right-half ligaments
of two fractured stiff and compliant inclusion specimens for each
weakly bonded (e = 0) and strongly bonded (e = 3d/4) conﬁgura-
tions. A rather high degree of reproducibility in crack paths includ-
ing several macroscale surface features is clearly evident. More
importantly, distinctly different crack–inclusion interaction sce-
narios can be seen in these four conﬁgurations. The ligaments
holding glass inclusions in Fig. 6a show good repeatability in the
crack path selection. An excellent repeatability in fractured surface
ruggedness is also quite evident in weakly bonded compliant inclu-
sion specimens in Fig. 6b. The crack deﬂection is clearly visible in
each ligament shown in Fig. 6c whereas crack attraction by the
compliant inclusion can be seen in Fig. 6d. Also, the photographs
in Fig. 6 demonstrate that the crack propagated in a dominant
mode-I fashion before and after the encounter with the inclusion.
Thus, similarity of crack growth behavior, surface roughness, and
crack attraction and deﬂection mechanisms in multiple samples
indicates the robustness and repeatability of experiments reported
in this study.
The tup and anvil load histories were recorded for each experi-
ment and are shown in Fig. 7 for weakly and strongly bonded stiff
and compliant inclusion specimens. The crack initiated at about
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 7. Impactor force and support reaction histories recorded by Instron Dynatup 9250HV drop tower for stiff and compliant inclusion specimens: (a) Weakly bonded (e = 0).
(b) Strongly bonded (e = 0). (c) Weakly bonded (e = 3d/4). (d) Strongly bonded (e = 3d/4). (Note that the tup forces are shown as positive instead of negative.)
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about 220 and 300 ls after impact in stiff and compliant inclusion
specimens, respectively. Thus, only the dominant peak of the tup
load history is signiﬁcant. From Fig. 7a–d, note that the peak im-
pact force (compressive) recorded by the tup in the stiff inclusion
specimens is higher than the compliant ones. The reaction histories
were captured by the two instrumented anvils and it can be seen
that supports feel the reaction force only after 300 ls by which
time the crack had already traversed the entire specimen width.
This shows that reaction forces from support anvils do not contrib-
ute to the crack initiation and growth in the specimens, suggesting
that a free–free cracked beam should sufﬁce analytical or compu-
tational modeling of these experiments in the future.
4.3. Crack growth histories
The crack length histories for each specimen conﬁguration are
plotted3 in Fig. 8. In this plot, the crack-initiation is denoted by
t  ti = 0 so that the positive and negative values correspond to the
post-initiation and pre-initiation periods, respectively. Here ti3 In this work, the inter frame time varies due to different framing rates employed
for stiff (300,000 fps) and compliant (150,000–250,000 fps) inclusion experiments.
Hence, for clarity, the fracture parameters for stiff and compliant inclusion specimens
are plotted separately instead of plotting on the same graph.indicates the time at crack-initiation after impact. The region
between the two vertical broken lines qualitatively suggests the
duration of crack–inclusion interaction.
Figs. 8a and b show crack length histories for weakly and
strongly bonded, symmetrically located (e = 0), stiff and compliant
inclusion specimens, respectively. In the stiff inclusion case (see
Fig. 8a), following initiation, a monotonic crack growth is evident
and as the crack approached the inclusion, the rate of crack
extension drops modestly before increasing at a much faster rate
in the crack–inclusion vicinity as it gets attracted by the interface.
Unlike the weakly bonded inclusion case, the crack growth is
slower in the region before the crack interacts with the strongly
bonded inclusion and in the inclusion vicinity an abrupt jump
in crack length can be noticed but this jump is lower than the
one for the weakly bonded case. The crack is momentarily ar-
rested at the inclusion–matrix interface before it continues to
grow again. As it leaves the inclusion vicinity, the crack grows
at the same rate in both weakly and strongly bonded inclusion
cases. On the other hand, in Fig. 8b it is interesting to note that
after initiation the crack propagates steadily before it interacts
with the compliant inclusion and then the crack growth ceases
at inclusion–matrix interface for about 60 and 100 ls in the case
of weakly and strongly bonded compliant inclusion, respectively.
Note that, this is about a third to a half of the total observation
window. Subsequently, the crack reinitiates much earlier and
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 8. Crack length histories for weakly and strongly bonded inclusion specimens: (a) Stiff inclusion (e = 0). (b) Compliant inclusion (e = 0). (c) Stiff inclusion (e = 3d/4). (d)
Compliant inclusion (e = 3d/4). The region between vertical broken lines represents crack–inclusion vicinity.
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bonded one followed by a monotonic propagation until complete
fracture.
The crack length histories when the stiff and compliant inclu-
sions are located eccentrically (e = 3d/4) are shown in Fig. 8c and
d, respectively. In Fig. 8c it can be seen that, in stiff inclusions spec-
imens, before the crack reaches the inclusion vicinity it grows at a
constant rate and the crack extension histories for both weakly and
strongly bonded inclusion cases coincide. In the crack–inclusion
vicinity and beyond, the weakly bonded inclusion shows a faster
crack growth compared to the strongly bonded counterpart in
which crack growth remains nominally undisturbed. On the con-
trary, in case of the compliant inclusion specimens as depicted in
Fig. 8d, crack growth is slow in the weakly bonded case compared
to the strongly bonded one and crack extension histories do not
coincide throughout the fracture event.
The instantaneous values of crack lengths were subsequently
used to estimate crack velocity histories and are plotted in Fig. 9.
The effect of the type of inclusion and adhesion strength on crack
velocity can be seen in these plots for both inclusion eccentricities.
In Fig. 9a, the symmetrically located (e = 0) stiff inclusion cases
show nearly similar velocity proﬁles (300 m/s) until the crack
encounters the inclusion. A drop in velocity can be seen in both
weakly and strongly bonded inclusions as the crack slows near
inclusion–matrix interface just before re-initiation. The crack
velocity drops to 100 m/s and 210 m/s for weakly and stronglybonded inclusions, respectively. Subsequently, velocities in weakly
and strongly bonded inclusions reach 800 m/s and 600 m/s,
respectively, before the crack attains a steady velocity of
300 m/s in both cases. Fig. 9b shows crack growth histories of
weakly and strongly bonded compliant inclusion specimens. Upon
initiation, crack accelerates and reaches a relatively steady velocity
of 300 m/s for about 50 ls and then decelerates when it encoun-
ters the compliant inclusion and gets completely stalled at the
inclusion–matrix interface for about 60 and 100 ls for weakly
and strongly bonded inclusions, respectively. Following this, the
crack reinitiates with a velocity of 600 m/s and accelerates to a
velocity of 780 m/s before slowing to 300 m/s in the weakly
bonded case. On the other hand, for strongly bonded inclusion,
the crack reinitiated more slowly to reach 300 m/s in the obser-
vation window.
Figs. 9c and d show velocity data for weakly and strongly
bonded stiff and compliant inclusion specimens, respectively,
when the inclusion is placed eccentrically (e = 3d/4). Again, the
velocity proﬁles are nearly similar until the crack reaches in the
inclusion vicinity. In Fig. 9c it can been seen that for the weakly
bonded case the maximum velocity reaches 600 m/s as the crack
is initially attracted and trapped at the inclusion by the weak inter-
face, whereas a constant decrease in velocity can be seen for the
strongly bonded case as the crack circumvents the inclusion. On
the other hand, in the case of compliant inclusion specimens
(Fig. 9d), the crack propagates relatively slowly in the weakly
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 9. Crack-tip velocity histories for weakly and strongly bonded inclusion specimens: (a) Stiff inclusion (e = 0). (b) Compliant inclusion (e = 0). (c) Stiff inclusion (e = 3d/4).
(d) Compliant inclusion (e = 3d/4). The region between vertical broken lines represents crack–inclusion vicinity.
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crack overcomes the attraction by the inclusion in the former.
4.4. Stress intensity factor (SIF) histories
The effects of inclusion stiffness and inclusion–matrix adhesion
strength on SIFs are presented in Fig. 10. Effective SIF histories for
weakly and strongly bonded stiff and compliant inclusion speci-
mens are shown in Fig. 10a and b, respectively, when the inclusion
is located symmetrically (e = 0). In Fig. 10a for both cases, the effec-
tive SIF, Ke at initiation is 1.3 MPa m1/2. After initiation, a slight
drop in Ke is evident, and it continues to increase modestly until
it reaches a steady state value of 1.8 MPa m1/2. In the crack–inclu-
sion vicinity, for the weakly bonded case, Ke attains a maximum va-
lue of 2.9 MPa m1/2 before dropping to 1.0 MPa m1/2 whereas
for the strongly bonded counterpart the maximum value of Ke is
2.1 MPa m1/2 before falling to0.9 MPa m1/2 followed by a steady
value of 1.7 MPa m1/2 in both cases after the crack leaves the
inclusion vicinity. A steep drop in Ke is quite evident for both
weakly and strongly bonded inclusions due to interfacial debond-
ing. This rise and fall in Ke values in the crack–inclusion vicinity
is expected due to interfacial crack growth behavior around the
stiff-compliant inclusion–matrix interface. Fig. 10b represents
effective SIF histories for compliant inclusion specimens at eccen-
tricity e = 0. In this case, as observed previously from the crack-tip
velocity histories (see Fig. 9b), the crack decelerates as it ap-proaches the inclusion vicinity and completely stalls at the inter-
face nearly perpendicular to the inclusion for about 60 and
100 ls for weakly and strongly bonded cases, respectively. It
should be noted that when the crack front is perpendicular to
the inclusion interface, crack-tip singularity is different from the
ones described by Eqs. (3)–(7). In this scenario, there is a need
for dynamic displacement ﬁelds of a crack terminating perpendic-
ular to a bimaterial interface. Due to the current unavailability of
dynamic ﬁeld equations, the Ke values for e = 0, have been ex-
tracted using those as an approximation for a crack in a homoge-
neous material (e = 0 in the Eqs. (3)–(7)). Hence, for the time
instants when the crack-tip is nearly perpendicular to the inclusion
interface, the Ke values in Fig. 10b are distinguished by open sym-
bols. The Ke at initiation for both specimens is 1.4 MPa m1/2 fol-
lowed by a modest increase before the crack reaches inclusion
proximity. As the crack is arrested at the inclusion, there is a small
jump in the Ke followed by a monotonic increase until it reaches a
maximum value of 5.5 and 6.5 MPa m1/2 for weakly and
strongly bonded inclusions, respectively. Note that these values
are 3–4 times higher than the SIF values during crack initiation
in the matrix and is attributed to the crack-tip blunting as the
inclusion suffers deformation. When the crack departs the inclu-
sion proximity, Ke drops to 3.0 MPa m1/2 in the weakly bonded
case whereas Ke decreases monotonically and reaches
2.5 MPa m1/2 for the strongly bonded inclusion in the observation
window.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 10. Effective stress intensity factor (Ke) histories for weakly and strongly bonded inclusion specimens: (a) Stiff inclusion (e = 0). (b) Compliant inclusion (e = 0) (note that
open symbols represent the approximation of data analysis using homogeneous dynamic crack-tip ﬁelds due to the lack of asymptotic descriptions at the moment). (c) Stiff
inclusion (e = 3d/4). (d) Compliant inclusion (e = 3d/4). The region between vertical broken lines represents crack–inclusion vicinity.
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strongly bonded stiff and compliant inclusion specimens, respec-
tively, for eccentric inclusion cases. As noted in the symmetric
cases, Ke at initiation in Fig. 10c is 1.3 MPa m1/2 followed by a
slight drop and a monotonic increase until it attains a steady state
value of 1.9 MPa m1/2 for both specimens. In the inclusion prox-
imity, for the weakly bonded inclusion case, Ke increases up to
2.4 MPa m1/2 and subsequently drops to 1.1 MPa m1/2 whereas
for strongly bonded one this remains unperturbed. The Ke values
are nearly equal and overlap on each other as the crack propagates
away from the inclusion proximity. For the compliant inclusion
cases shown in Fig. 10d, it can be seen that Ke is relatively higher
in the strongly bonded case compared to weakly bonded counter-
part before the crack interacts with the inclusion followed by
nearly similar Ke proﬁles in the inclusion proximity and beyond.
Note that, the crack-tip singularity (Bogy, 1971; Zak and
Williams, 1963) is affected when the crack front is completely
stalled at the compliant inclusion interface and the corresponding
Ke values represented in Fig. 10b are only estimates. Hence, an
ad-hoc parameter related to crack-tip opening displacement, d^y
(displacement between crack ﬂanks) was calculated. The quantity
d^y was chosen at a location of r/B = 0.5 from the current crack-tip
position before, during, and after crack–inclusion interaction for
weakly and strongly bonded compliant inclusion specimens
(e = 0). The d^yðtÞ histories thus obtained are shown in Fig. 11. Itshould be noted that the quantity d^y is essentially similar to the
SIF behavior. It can be seen that d^y increases monotonically before
crack encounters the inclusion and during crack–inclusion interac-
tion when the crack stops at inclusion interface. Following this, d^y
decreases in a monotonic fashion as the crack recedes from the
inclusion. Therefore, it is worth noting that the observed trends
in d^y are very much similar to SIF trends shown in Fig. 10b for both
weakly and strongly bonded compliant inclusions (e = 0).
4.5. Mode-mixity histories
The mode-mixity (w) histories are plotted in Fig. 12 for weakly
and strongly bonded stiff and compliant inclusion cases (e = 0, 3d/
4). In Fig. 12a, following crack initiation, a mildly oscillatory behav-
ior of mode-mixity for about 20 ls can be seen. These oscillations
can be attributed to measurement errors and/or transients due to
crack initiation. Beyond these initial perturbations, a constant and
positive w of about 2 is seen before the crack interacts with the
inclusion. (Within the data extraction accuracy, this value can be
assumed to be zero.) When the crack-tip is in the inclusion vicinity
a positive mode-mixity of approximately +42 is seen for the
weakly bonded inclusion specimen whereas a negative mode-
mixity of about 41 is observed for strongly bonded case. No sig-
niﬁcance is attached to the sign of mode-mixity as the crack can
select paths above or below the inclusion with equal probability.
μFig. 11. An ad-hoc parameter related to crack-tip opening displacement, d^y at r/B = 0.5 from current crack-tip position for compliant inclusion specimens with e = 0. The
region between vertical broken lines represents crack–inclusion vicinity.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 12. Mode-mixity (w) histories for weakly and strongly bonded inclusion specimens: (a) Stiff inclusion (e = 0). (b) Compliant inclusion (e = 0). (c) Stiff inclusion (e = 3d/4).
(d) Compliant inclusion (e = 3d/4). The region between vertical broken lines represents crack–inclusion vicinity.
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constant value of nearly 2. The mode-mixity histories forcompliant inclusion are shown in Fig. 12b. The weakly bonded
inclusion specimen shows a positive mode-mixity of about +18
Fig. 13. Macrographs of fractured surfaces (x–z plane) of stiff and compliant inclusion specimens showing fracture surface morphologies: (a) Weakly bonded stiff inclusion
(e = 0). (b) Weakly bonded compliant inclusion (e = 0). (c) Strongly bonded stiff inclusion (e = 0). (d) Strongly bonded compliant inclusion (e = 0). (e) Weakly bonded stiff
inclusion (e = 3d/4). (f) Weakly bonded compliant inclusion (e = 3d/4). (g) Strongly bonded stiff inclusion (e = 3d/4). (h) Strongly bonded compliant inclusion (e = 3d/4). The
broken arrow indicates crack propagation direction.
Table 2
Material properties of glass and PA6 particles, neat epoxy and particle-ﬁlled epoxies.
Material Density, q
(kg/m3)
Longitudinal wave
speed, CL (m/s)
Shear wave speed,
CS (m/s)
Elastic modulus,
E (GPa)
Poisson’s
ratio, t
Tensile strength,
rult (MPa)
Elongation at
break, ef (%)
Glassa (soda-lime A-
glass)
2500 – – 69 0.190 33 <0.1
PA6a (Polyamide-
Nylon 6)
1130 – – 2.3 0.390 78 400
Neat epoxyb 1124 2487 1136 3.97 0.368 – –
Glass-ﬁlled
epoxyb(Vf = 10%)
1279 2627 1257 5.08 0.351 – –
PA6-ﬁlled
epoxyb(Vf = 3%)
1125 2469 1130 3.93 0.367 – –
a Provided by manufacturer.
b In-house measurement (ultrasonic pulse-echo method).
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shows a negative mode-mixity of about28 in the inclusion prox-
imity. The mode-mixity sign changes in these cases are attributed
more to the chance associated with the crack path selection.Figs. 12c and d depict mode-mixity behaviors for stiff and com-
pliant inclusion with eccentricity e = 3d/4, respectively. In Fig. 12c,
after the initial oscillatory period, the weakly bonded inclusion
shows a monotonic increase in w as the crack approaches the
(a)
(b)
(c)
Time (μs)
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ig. 14. Dynamic fracture of glass-ﬁlled and PA6-ﬁlled epoxies: (a) Crack-tip
elocity histories (inset shows specimen geometry and loading conﬁguration). (b)
ode-I SIF histories. (c) Mode-I speciﬁc SIF (KI/q) histories.
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bonded case. Different mode-mixity behaviors can be seen as the
crack nears the inclusion for both weakly and strongly bonded
inclusion cases. For weakly bonded inclusion specimen, positive
mode-mixity values are seen with a maximum of about +45, indi-
cating a signiﬁcant attraction of the crack-tip by the weak inter-
face. Contrary to the weakly bonded case, the negative mode-
mixity behavior is noticed with a value of 15 suggesting that
the crack is repelled by the strong inclusion–matrix interface. In
Fig. 12d, it can be seen that the weakly bonded inclusion specimen
shows a positive w of approximately +10 in the crack–inclusion
proximity, whereas positive mode-mixity is evident in the strongly
bonded one throughout the fracture event with a maximum w of
about +13 in the crack–inclusion vicinity. The positive value of
w in both compliant specimens is expected as the crack is attracted
towards the inclusion in both the specimens.
The positive and negative mode-mixity behaviors are consistent
with the crack trajectories shown in Fig. 3 for all inclusion eccen-
tricities and bond strengths in stiff and compliant inclusion speci-
mens indicating that the positive and negative mode-mixities
signify crack- attraction and crack-repulsion mechanisms. Once
the crack leaves the inclusion vicinity, mode-mixities tend to ap-
proach zero and crack propagation occurs under dominant mode-
I conditions in both stiff and compliant inclusion specimens.
4.6. Fracture surface morphology
The fracture surface morphology often controls the process of
dynamic fracture and reveals important clues about the underlying
failure mechanisms and the associated energy dissipation charac-
teristics (Arakawa and Takahashi, 1991; Sharon et al., 1996).
Accordingly, qualitative fractographic examination was done to
further understand the differences in crack growth behavior as a
result of stiff and compliant nature of the inclusion, inclusion loca-
tion and inclusion–matrix adhesion strength. Therefore, the differ-
ences in toughening mechanisms in stiff and compliant inclusions
embedded in an epoxy matrix are explained by examining fracture
surfaces as shown in Fig. 13. The photographs of the entire x–z
plane of dynamically fractured weakly and strongly bonded stiff
and compliant inclusion specimens with eccentricities, e = 0 and
3d/4 are shown in Fig. 13a–h with both ligaments of the fractured
specimens, one ligament showing the inclusion cavity and the
other showing the inclusion. The broken arrow indicates the direc-
tion of crack propagation. It can be seen that in all these macro-
graphs, the fracture surfaces just before the crack reaches the
inclusion are relatively smooth and shiny when compared to the
region after it grows past the stiff and compliant inclusions, indi-
cating brittle fracture.
Figs. 13a, b and c, d depict fracture surface morphology of
weakly and strongly bonded stiff and compliant inclusion speci-
mens (e = 0), respectively. In the weakly and strongly bonded stiff
inclusion specimens (see Fig. 13a and c), fracture surfaces after
crack–inclusion interaction consist of tails lines and river lines
with high frequency tail lines in the former compared to the latter.
In the compliant inclusion counterparts (see Fig. 13b and d), much
higher surface roughness and ruggedness is clearly evident in both
weakly and strongly bonded cases with high frequency of tail lines,
larger and intensely rough region in the latter compared to the for-
mer. Further, it can be seen that the compliant inclusion in the
strongly bonded case (see Fig. 13d) is surrounded by a pool (or
pocket) of epoxy showing a strong inclusion–matrix bonding and
clearly demonstrates that the roughening of compliant inclusion
produced a strong inclusion–matrix interface (as discussed in the
sample preparation section). It is interesting to note that this epoxy
residue is maximum just before the crack encounters the inclusion.
As the crack advances, the epoxy residue diminishes (tapers off) atthe other end symmetrically with respect to the center of crack
front. The fracture surfaces of both ligaments in case of the compli-
ant inclusion (see Fig. 13b and d) reveal that a highly transient
fracture has occurred after the crack front leaves the inclusion,
showing very rough, highly textured, surfaces containing a large
number of tail lines and deep furrows. Also, the fracture surface
morphologies in Fig. 13b and d give an indication of hackle regions
(Lampman, 2003) which are generally associated with violent frac-
ture in which tremendous amount of fracture energy is absorbed
through both plastic deformation and by generation of additional
fracture surface areas. Moreover, as crack propagates, the elasticF
v
M
Fig. 15. SEM micrographs of fractured surfaces (x–z plane): (a) Glass-ﬁlled epoxy (Vf = 10%). (b) PA6-ﬁlled epoxy (Vf = 3%). The broken arrow indicates crack propagation
direction.
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Fig. 16. Fracture surface proﬁles for glass-ﬁlled, PA6-ﬁlled and neat epoxy
specimens (inset shows schematic representation of crack growth and scanning
region selected for roughness measurement (x–z plane)).
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along with sufﬁciently high crack velocity, a single crack front be-
gins to branch into many smaller (micro) crack fronts, increasing
energy dissipation by creating new fracture surfaces. On the other
hand, the stiff inclusion specimen ligaments indicate much lower
roughness, fewer tail lines and river line morphology. The presence
of high concentration of tail lines and higher surface ruggedness in
case of compliant inclusion specimens suggest greater energy dis-
sipation and accounts for improved fracture toughness compared
to the stiff inclusion specimens.
Figs. 13e, f and g, h depict fracture surface morphology of
weakly and strongly bonded stiff and compliant inclusion speci-
mens (e = 3d/4), respectively. In Fig. 13e, as the crack leaves the
stiff inclusion, wider pockets of epoxy at the interface are visible.
Subsequently these pockets converge into tail lines with further
crack propagation, whereas in the case of compliant inclusion no
such features are present (Fig. 13f). In the strongly bonded coun-
terparts as shown in Fig. 13f–h both stiff and compliant inclusion
specimens, fracture surfaces are smooth and shiny and macroscop-
ically do not reveal any signiﬁcant information.
5. Discussion
The experimental results demonstrate the underlying physics
of fast fracture when a matrix crack encounters an inhomogeneityin or near its path. The results also emphasize the importance of
inclusion stiffness, inclusion–matrix interfacial strength and
inclusion eccentricity affecting the fracture parameters and en-
ergy dissipation characteristics resulting in different crack trajec-
tories. Interestingly, unlike the stiff inclusion case, compliant
inclusion attracted the propagating crack in all cases regardless
of the inclusion–matrix adhesion strength (see Fig. 3f and h).
The crack velocity rapidly increased (85% of the Rayleigh wave
speed in neat epoxy) during the interaction with symmetrically
located and weakly bonded stiff or compliant inclusions as the
matrix crack became an interfacial crack before getting trapped.
The crack growth behavior in case of compliant inclusions further
suggests that a growing crack could be arrested for relatively long
duration of time. That is, failure could be resisted with the aid of
compliant ﬁllers by forcing the growing crack to encounter obsta-
cles. The inclusion stiffness also affected the stress wave loading
of the crack-tip as seen by the peak impact force (compressive)
recorded by the tup in Fig. 7a–d. In the stiff inclusion specimens
the recorded force was higher than the compliant counterpart
since the reﬂected stress waves from the stiff inclusion reﬂected
back as compressive waves whereas the same reﬂected back as
tensile waves in the compliant inclusion cases. In terms of crack
tip parameters, the weakly bonded stiff inclusions resulted in
higher dynamic SIF values than the strongly bonded ones in the
crack–inclusion vicinity. This observation is consistent with the
results of Kitey and Tippur (2005a) on dynamic fracture behavior
of micron size glass-ﬁlled epoxy. Further, a strongly bonded com-
pliant inclusion improved the overall fracture toughness more
than its weakly bonded counterpart as localized ductility of the
inclusion was fully exploited in the former case. The compliant
inclusion conﬁgurations showed signiﬁcantly higher crack growth
resistance than the stiff inclusion cases, a 3–4 fold increase in dy-
namic SIF.6. Implications to dynamic fracture of particle ﬁlled-epoxies
The present study on dynamic crack growth past stiff and com-
pliant inclusions has real life applications involving particulate
reinforced polymer composites. In general, the small volume frac-
tions (Vf) of ﬁller (stiff/brittle or compliant/ductile) particles in
polymeric materials are used to enhance overall strength, impact
energy absorption and thermo-mechanical characteristics of the
resulting composite system. Hence, in the context of crack–inclu-
sion interaction studies presented here, the dynamic fracture of
particle ﬁlled-epoxies was also carried out in order to characterize
the dynamic fracture behavior.
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glass (A-glass) particles of average diameter 35 lm (Spheriglass-
3000, Potters Industries Inc., USA), and the other is PA6 (Polyam-
ide-Nylon 6) of mean particle size 20 lm (Goodfellow Cambridge
Ltd., UK). The latter is used as the ductile ﬁller due to the lack of
commercial availability of micron size polyurethane ﬁller. Each
type of ﬁller was uniformly dispersed in the same low viscosity
epoxy used in the earlier part of the study. Note that both kinds
of particles were weakly bonded to the matrix and three types of
specimens were prepared, namely glass-ﬁlled epoxy (Vf = 10%),
PA6-ﬁlled epoxy (Vf = 3%), and neat epoxy. The physical and elastic
properties of glass and PA6 ﬁllers, and resultant ﬁlled-epoxies are
shown in Table 2. Evidently PA6 is relatively compliant relative to
neat epoxy and highly ductile with a failure strain (ef) of 400%
when compared to glass (ef < 0.1%). The dynamic fracture tests on
glass and PA6 ﬁlled-epoxies were conducted to quantify crack-tip
deformations and hence crack growth parameters using the exper-
imental methodology described earlier.
Fig. 14 shows the comparison of dynamic fracture results of the
ﬁlled-epoxies relative to the neat epoxy. The crack velocity histo-
ries are shown in Fig. 14a along with an inset depicting specimen
geometry and loading conﬁguration. It can be seen that in ﬁlled-
epoxies, the crack initiated later and subsequently propagated at
a lower speed than in the neat epoxy. Following crack initiation,
PA6-ﬁlled epoxy had nearly steady crack growth relative to the
one seen in neat as well as glass-ﬁlled epoxy. The mode-I SIF (KI)
and the speciﬁc SIF (KI/q) histories for each specimen are shown
in Fig. 14b and c, respectively. The vertical broken lines corre-
sponding to each experiment indicate the time at which crack ini-
tiated after the initial impact. From Fig. 14b, it can be seen that
both glass and PA6 ﬁlled-epoxies show higher KI values in theFig. 17. Crack-opening (v-ﬁeld) and crack-sliding (u-ﬁeld) displacement contours from qu
at eccentricity, e = 0 (contour interval: 5 lm). Color-bars indicate displacements in lm. T
before debonding at P = 400 N, (b) Compliant inclusion, before debonding at P = 400 N, (c)
at P = 700 N. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure, the reader is repre- as well as post-initiation regimes when compared to neat
epoxy. It is interesting to note that less than a third of PA6
(Vf = 3%) produces the same post-initiation KI response as the one
due to 10% Vf glass. Further, from Fig. 14c it is noteworthy that
PA6 results in increased speciﬁc SIF (KI/q) (30% higher) through-
out the fracture event when compared to both glass-ﬁlled and neat
epoxy specimens.
In order to characterize fracture surface morphology, scanning
electron microscopy was performed. Figs. 15a and b show SEM
micrographs of fractured surfaces (x–z plane) of glass-ﬁlled and
PA6-ﬁlled epoxies, respectively. The broken arrow in these micro-
graphs indicates crack propagation direction. The microscopic
examination of glass-ﬁlled epoxy in Fig. 15a reveals particle–ma-
trix debonding which results in crack front trapping. Also, zigzag
micro-crack patterns along the crack growth direction and river
lines can be clearly seen. The micrograph in Fig. 15b shows tail
lines and matrix ﬂow parabolas in the direction of crack propaga-
tion. Moreover, PA6 particles seem to have undergone nonlinear
deformations due their high ductility. To further understand frac-
ture surface morphology, quantitative micro-measurements were
also performed using a Dektak-150 stylus proﬁler with a stylus
of root radius of 2 lm. Fig. 16 shows fractured surface proﬁles
for ﬁlled-composites and neat epoxy with an inset depicting crack
growth and scanning region (x–z plane) for roughness measure-
ments. The surface proﬁle of glass-ﬁlled epoxy shows longer wave-
lengths and larger amplitudes relative to PA6-ﬁlled epoxy. The
neat epoxy, on the other hand, shows least surface amplitude with
surface proﬁle very close to the mean surface. The fracture-induced
surface roughness (after discounting the roughness due to ﬁller
particles or their foot prints themselves; see Kitey and Tippur,
2005b) was evaluated and found to be approximately 10.6 lmasi-static fracture tests for strongly bonded stiff and compliant inclusion specimens
he location of cylindrical inclusion is represented by dotted circle. (a) Stiff inclusion,
Stiff inclusion, after debonding at P = 700 N, (d) Compliant inclusion, after debonding
ferred to the web version of this article.)
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Considering a threefold lower volume fraction of PA6 ﬁller in
epoxy, the fracture-induced roughness is higher in case of PA6.
Furthermore, energy dissipation within the PA6 particles during
crack–inclusion interaction has also contributes to this improved
performance relative to glass-ﬁlled epoxy.
7. Conclusions
The role of inclusion stiffness (and elastic impedance) mismatch
and interfacial strength on dynamic matrix crack growth past an
embedded inclusion was studied experimentally. Two different
mismatches – stiff and compliant – and adhesion strengths – weak
and strong – were investigated for symmetric and eccentric crack
growth conﬁgurations. Experimental simulations were carried
out under stress wave dominant loading conditions on epoxy sam-
ples embedded with glass and polyurethane inclusions. In-plane
crack-tip deformations were measured in real time optically be-
fore, during and after crack–inclusion interactions. Fractured spec-
imens show different crack trajectories and crack velocities for
each inclusion location and inclusion–matrix bond strengths. For
weakly bonded inclusion specimens, higher crack velocities wereFig. 18. Crack-tip normal strains (ey, ex in le) and shear strains (exy in le) from quasi-st
debonding at eccentricity, e = 0 and, at a load level, P = 700 N. (Contour interval: 1500le
dotted circle. (For interpretation of the references to color in this legend, the reader is robserved for both stiff as well as compliant inclusions when com-
pared to the strongly bonded ones. The crack was completely
stalled for about a third to half of the duration needed to complete
the fracture of samples in the case of compliant inclusion samples.
The dynamically propagating crack was attracted and arrested by
the weak inclusion interface for both symmetric glass and polyure-
thane inclusion cases whereas it was deﬂected away by the stron-
ger one for glass and attracted by polyurethane inclusion when
situated eccentrically. The inclusion elastic moduli and inclu-
sion–matrix interfacial strength also affected the effective SIF, Ke.
The mode-mixity histories capture the physical crack growth
observations. The compliant inclusion specimens showed much
higher fracture toughness for weak and strong bond strengths
when compared to the glass inclusion counterparts. The macro-
scopic observation of dynamically fractured specimens accounted
for greater crack resistance in compliant inclusion specimens com-
pared to the stiff inclusion ones.
The broader implications of crack–inclusion interaction scenar-
ios were tested by conducting limited dynamic fracture experi-
ments on glass- and PA6-particle ﬁlled epoxies. The results
showed that 3% volume fraction of PA6 in epoxy produced the
same fracture toughness enhancement as 10% volume fraction ofatic fracture tests for strongly bonded stiff and compliant inclusion specimens after
). Color-bars indicate strains in le. The location of cylindrical inclusion is shown by
eferred to the web version of this article.)
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mer did not reduce the stiffness of the resulting composite when
compared to neat epoxy yet produced approximately 30% higher
speciﬁc dynamic fracture toughness relative to both neat and
glass-ﬁlled epoxy.Acknowledgements
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The crack–inclusion interaction was studied statically in greater
detail (higher spatial and grayscale resolutions). A digital SLR cam-
era with 2000  3008 pixel resolution and 10 bit (0–1023) gray-
scale digitization was used to capture details within the inclusion
and in the inclusion vicinity. A few selected crack-opening (v-ﬁeld)
and crack-sliding (u-ﬁeld) displacement contours for a symmetri-
cally located (e = 0) strongly bonded stiff and compliant inclusion
specimens are shown in Fig. 17 before and after debonding of the
inclusion. Figs. 17a and b show displacement contours depicting
crack–inclusion interaction before debonding and Figs. 17c and d
show the same after debonding for stiff and compliant inclusion
specimens. From Fig. 17a–d it can be seen that the contours are
symmetric near the crack-tip, indicating dominant mode-I condi-
tions and contours around the inclusion discontinuous after deb-
onding occurs. After debonding, the contour lines within the stiff
inclusion in Fig. 17c are parallel to each other and equally spaced
showing rigid rotation of the inclusion relative to the matrix. This
is similar to the observation made by Savalia and Tippur (2007)
using moiré interferometry. On the other hand, for the compliant
inclusion, the non-uniform deformations within the inclusion can
be clearly seen in Fig. 17b and d, suggesting substantial straining
of the inclusion. The contours are denser near the top/bottom
edges of the inclusion in Fig. 17d is indicative of large strains com-
pared to the mid-portion of the inclusion.
The measured crack-tip normal strains (ey,ex) and shear strains
(exy) for symmetrically located (e = 0) strongly bonded stiff and
compliant inclusion specimens are shown in Fig. 18 after the inclu-
sion debonds from the matrix. The concentration and symmetry of
ey, ex, and exy contours around the crack-tip can be seen in these ﬁg-
ures. A high strain concentration in ey ﬁeld is quite evident for both
stiff and compliant inclusion specimens in the debonding region.
As expected, a nearly zero ey strain can be seen over the stiff inclu-
sion, whereas the contours ranging from 2000 to 7000 micro-
strains are quite evident within the compliant inclusion with least
strain at the center of the inclusion. The redistribution of strains
can also be seen ahead of the crack-tip and in the inclusion vicinity
when the inclusion debonds from the matrix. In the case of ex
strains, the contours within the compliant inclusion are com-
pressed and elongated in the x and y- directions, respectively,
due to straining of the inclusion whereas no such features are evi-
dent in the case of stiff inclusion. Further, ex strains are tensile and
concentrated on the opposite ends of the inclusion in the stiff and
compliant cases. The exy strains show skew symmetry in strain
contours around the crack-tip and in the inclusion vicinity. The
exy contours are tangential around the inclusion in both stiff and
compliant inclusions with nearly zero shear strain within the stiffcase and a relatively large shear deformation in the compliant
counterpart.References
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